Stop & Search

Jamie Keddy – Community Engagement Officer
• Oversight of police services by an elected Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC)

• In London the office of the PCC is held by the Mayor of London

• The Metropolitan Police Service is the largest in the UK in a city of 8.7 million citizens and 32 Metropolitan Boroughs
The Mayor’s policing oversight is discharged by MOPAC:

- Setting the budget and strategic direction for policing in London through the Police and Crime Plan
- Holding the police to account for performance on crime and confidence
- Operational policing decisions remain the responsibility of the police, not the Mayor
  - Oversee
  - Convene
  - Deliver
What do the stats say?

• MOPAC Dashboard

https://public.tableau.com/profile/mopaceandi#!/vizhome/StopsDashboardExternal/av6/MainOverview
Current Structure

- **Mayor**
  - MOPAC
  - CMN
    - Local CMG
    - Local CMG
    - Local CMG
  - Oversight Board

Bilateral meetings between Mayor & Commissioner
PACE, 1984 - Code A states:
In order to promote public confidence in the use of the powers, forces, in consultation with police and crime commissioners, must make arrangements for the records to be scrutinised by representatives of the community, and to explain the use of the powers at a local level.

Accountability

- CMGs report into MOPAC through chairs, but are completely independent
- Focused on police engagement along with promoting transparency.
Community Views

- Support – Targeted & Intelligence-Led
- Disproportionality
- CMN & CMGs
Some CMGs are well connected to their communities

Relationships with police

Training of officers
• Maintaining connections with most effected communities

• Police Engagement
Development Plan

• Increase transparency – Know Your Rights Leaflets

• Increase BAME & youth representation

• Improve on existing training to ensure CMGs are equipped to scrutinise the police
Thank you for listening!

Jamie Keddy – Community Engagement Officer

Jamie.keddy@mopac.London.gov.uk